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Container and content  

Stones are laid by man, but the way they are laid determines many things: conduct, social relations, the 

collective and individual imaginary, ways of coming and going, of going about things, working, even 

thinking. That is why the container (the physical occupation of space) of the city is vital to becoming 

acquainted with its content (the citizens and their misfortunes). The squares, streets, skyscrapers, 

houses, horizontal property, the alleys, the gardens, all of it has been made by man and responds to his 

power relations, his economic conflicts, the mechanisms of social reproduction, tradition, mores and so 

many other factors which go to make up what we call "culture", to distinguish it from the field of 

necessity called "nature". But once all of these things have been put in place, once each morning the 

citizen gets up and finds these streets, paths, this landscape, they exert an undeniable predetermination 

which marks his existence. And if the city is set apart from other forms of collective habitation it is 

because it changes within its own skin. A change which its citizens feel, unlike the inhabitants of natural 

arcadias, where everything is repetition. It is in this difference that the city finds its attributes: diversity, 

plurality, a certain restlessness, and a lot of information. It is through this complex outline that the 

history of modern cities runs. And for those who lose the changing rhythm, all that remains is the resort 

of nostalgia, the aesthetics of decadence. 

Contemporary Barcelona, 1856-1999 deals with the physical mutations (and their mental points of 

reference) of the Barcelona of the last two centuries, the Barcelona which left behind its medieval manners 

to gradually become a modern metropolis. What is presented here is an interpretation, a reading, of this 

process. A reading which has an author: Josep Lluís Mateo, of whom the CCCB requested and to whom it 

entrusted a personal view of these metamorphoses. Between what is written and said about them, cities 

usually weave a more or less accepted view of their own doings and undoings. I think it is a good thing to 

constantly introduce new readings, to vary perspectives, making our own contribution of nuances and 

pointing up dimensions which have been consciously or unconsciously left to one side, because things do 

not always coincide with accepted thoughts or pronouncements. With the exhibition Contemporary 

Barcelona, 1856-1999, we open the door to further interpretations of this period of the city. It is an initial 

exercise, backed by the competence of its author. We will carry on now that the trail has been blazed. We 

will carry on during the run of the exhibition with conferences and miscellaneous activities, offering visitors 

lectures which stress different aspects and moments. We will carry on in the future, making research and 

debate about contemporary Barcelona one of the bases of the CCCB’s work. The relation –a complex one– 

between container and contained in the city (to me, the most productive approach to the urban planning 

problem) is, in fact, one of the main questions dealt with by the CCCB. And Barcelona itself is an excellent 

laboratory in which to explore it. 


